We consider the VEM system in the context of spherical symmetry and we try to establish a global static solution with isotropic pressure that approaches Minkowski spacetime at infinity and have a regular center. To be in accordance with numerical investigation we take here low charge particles.
Introduction
In [1] , the authors established static spherically symmetric solutions for the Vlasov-Einstein (VE) system by expressing the distribution function f of identical particles (stars, galaxies) on phase space as a function of the local energy and the angular momentum. This technique has already been used by J. Batt in [2] to prove existence of the static symmetric solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson (VP) system. These works concern uncharged case. Here, we couple the VE system with the Maxwell system in which the electromagnetic field reduces to its electric part that is     
Our spacetime we are looking for is , endowed with the metric
. We are also looking for the asymptotically flat solutions with a regular center that allow us to prescribe the following boundary conditions:
Again for the regularity of  , we will need the following additional boundary conditions:
Next, in the related literature, the initial value problem for the corresponding time dependent is investigating in [3] . Again the Newtonian limit of the spherically symmetric VEM is discussed in [4] and this work extends the work that is done in [5] . Moreover, in [6] the authors prove the existence of a globally defined smooth static solution for the Einstein-Yang-Mills equations with gauge group. Also, global static solutions are established in [7] for the VP system. We also notice that stationary axially symmetric solutions have been found by G. Rein in [8] for the VP System. A construction by numerical means has been made by H. Andréasson in [9] for the spherically symmetric VEM system. In this paper numerical solutions are obtained only for the low charge particles and we try in what follows to obtain the same result by means of analytical arguments.
 
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Now, why our problem is interesting? In the uncharged case, the authors reduce the EV system in a single non-linear integrodifferential equation in  and with the monotonicity of sources terms  and p of the field equations, they extend the local solution to the global one. But with the contribution of the electric field, things seem to be more complicated, since none of these properties hold. So, we try to deduce the global solution for the local one using the same techniques that were developed in [10] when constructing solutions that satisfying the constraints for the spherically symmetric EVM system. We recall that this method is based on the ODE techniques, since the charge q of particle is taking as a parameter.
The present work proceeds as follows: in Section 2, considering f as function of two news variables E and L we write down the corresponding sources terms of the fields equations and then we obtain the reduced system. In Section 3, we try to prove the existence of solutions and we summarize this work in Section 4.
Conserved Quantities and Reduction of the Problem
We aim to express the full system as a nonlinear integrodifferential system for  ,  and  . Now, the characteristic system that corresponds to the Vlasov equation reads
Next, the straightforward calculation shows that the following quantities are conserved along the characteristics. We recall that E is the particle energy [7] and L
is the angular momentum. We now set f x v E L  
, for a fixed function  . Then, f satisfies the Vlasov equation and we can write using the polar coordinates:
We are looking for solutions with an isotropic pressure, this means that pressure does not depend on the direction. So we take f in the form f x v E  
. Once again, f defines a solution of the Vlasov equation and we obtain:
Before continuing our investigation, we give details on how to establish for instance the expression given by (5) . Once this is done the reader could applied the same method to establish (6) and (7). We will focus on the first term on the right hand side of , that is denoted by A. So in this expression we take   , E L E   and we can write:
where we have made the change of the variable: 
The integration of (8) 
and inserting this in (9), one has: 
In the sequel, we try to solve the reduced system (11)-(13) globally on .
Existence of Solutions
First of all we show that for a large class of  , the functions g  ,  and  are . This will allow us to conclude that a solutions of our reduced system will be a regular one. . Then the sources given by system (5)- (7) 
, 
where for Proof: Let T be a function that is defined on some set 0, r 
and using the mean value theorem, one has the following estimates:
So, using the above inequalities , and appl ng heorem traction mapping theorem on a complete metric space. We have also prove in Theorem 3.2 that these local solutions can be extended to the global ones, if the assumption of c ness is added to the decay property of the distribution function  . We obtain as it is the case for the uncharged particles that our spacetime is 
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